A pair {T 0 , T 1 } of disjoint collections of k-subsets (blocks) of a set V of cardinality v is called a t-(v, k) trade or simply a t-trade if every t-subset of V is included in the same number of blocks of T 0 and T 1 . The cardinality of T 0 is called the volume of the trade. Using the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller code, we prove the conjecture that for every i from 2 to t, there are no t-trades of volume greater than 2 t+1 − 2 i and less than 2 t+1 − 2 i−1 and derive restrictions on the t-trade volumes that are less than 2 t+1 + 2 t−1 .
Introduction
Trades reflect possible differences between two combinatorial designs: if D ′ and D ′′ are t-(v, k, λ) designs, then the pair {D ′ \D ′′ , D ′′ \D ′ } is a t-trade. If there are no t-trades of volume s, then, of course, there are no two t-(v, k, λ) designs differing in exactly s blocks. This gives one of the motivations to study the spectrum of volumes of t-trades, besides that the problem of determining the possible sizes of combinatorial objects from some studied class is very natural itself. The smallest volume 2 t of a t-(v, k) trade was determined independently in [10, 11] and [5] . In [18] , it was proved that the second smallest volume is 2 t + 2 t−1 (the nonexistence of trades of some partial volumes between 2 t and 2 t + 2 t−1 was proved in [11] and [19] ). In [6] , the existence of t-trades of volume 2 t+1 − 2 i was shown for every i from 0 to t. It was conjectured by Mahmoodian and Soltankhah [22, 18] and by Khosrovshahi and Malik [14, 15] that there are no other volumes of t-trades less than 2 t+1 . This was proved in [1] for Steiner t-trades, that is, with the additional restriction that every t-subset is included in at most one block of T 0 (T 1 ) (the nonexistence of Steiner t-trades of volume greater than 2 t + 2 t−1 and less than 2 t + 2 t−2 was shown earlier in [9] ). The nonexistence of trades for some partial values of the volume, supporting the conjecture, was considered in [7] . The opposite pole of the volume spectrum of trades also attracts attention of researchers: the well-known halving conjecture [8] can be considered as a partial case of the problem of determining the maximum volume of a t-(v, k) trade (this maximum is conjectured to be The goal of the current paper is to prove the conjecture on small volumes for all simple (without repetitions of blocks) t-trades. We do this by showing that the Boolean characteristic function of every t-(v, k) trade, considered as a function over the v-cube, belongs to the Reed-Muller code RM(v − t − 1, v) and utilizing the known facts [2] about the weight distribution of this code. The more advanced study [13] of the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller codes allows to derive restrictions on the volume of a t-trade if this volume is less than 2.5 · 2 t , which is also reflected in the main theorem of this paper.
Similar approach was applied in [20] to derive restrictions on small cardinalities of switching components of objects in the whole v-cube: perfect codes, equitable partitions, correlation immune functions, bent functions. We also represent a t-trade as a pair of subsets of the v-cube; moreover, we consider more general class of trades in the v-cube, which can be considered as trades of {1, . . . , t}-designs in the Hamming scheme, in the sense of [3, Sect. 3.4] .
Section 2 contains the definitions. In Section 3, we consider some simple properties of the defined concepts and relations between them. In Section 4, we formulate and prove the main result of the paper. In Section 5, we discuss the structure of small (of volume less than 2 t+1 ) t-trades. We conclude that the hypothetical description of small t-trades can be considered as the characterization of a subclass of the class of so-called t-unitrades. While the small t-unitrades are characterized by the result of [12] , the classification of that subclass will probably be more complicated.
Definitions
Let V = {a 1 , . . . , a v } be a finite set of cardinality v; for simplicity we assume that a i = i. The subsets of V will be associated with their characteristic v-tuples, e.g., {2, 4, 5} = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0) = 0101100 for v = 7. The cardinality of a subset (the number of ones in the corresponding tuple) will be referred to as its size. The set of all subsets of V is denoted by 2 V , while V k stands for the set of subsets of cardinality k. The set 2 V is referred to as the v-cube. In the natural way, the v-cube is considered as a v-dimensional vector space over the finite field F 2 of order 2. Given n ∈ {0, . . . , v}, an n-subcube is the set {(
. . , v − n} for some distinct coordinate numbers l 1 , . . . , l v−n from {1, . . . , v} and some constants b 1 , . . . , b v−n from {0, 1}. So, any n-subcube is an affine subspace obtained as a translation of the linear span of some n elements of the standard basis {1}, . . . , {v}.
By a [t]-trade, where [t] = {0, 1, . . . , t}, we will mean a pair {T 0 , T 1 } of disjoint subsets of 2 V such that for every i from [t] every i-subsets of V is included in the same number of subsets from T 0 and from T 1 : |{x ∈ T 0 :s ⊆x}| = |{x ∈ T 1 :s ⊆x}|.
(1)
T 0 and T 1 are called the legs of the trade, their elements are referred to as blocks, and the cardinality |T 0 | = |T 1 | (the equality follows from (1) withs = ∅) is known as the volume of the trade.
A partial case of [t]-trades is the so-called t-(v, k)-trades, where t < k < v, which are the [t]-trades {T
(for this classical type of trades, the condition (1) for all subsetss of size less than t follows from that for all t-subsets).
Properties of the [t]-trades
The following four statements help to understand the definition of the [t]-trades and their connection with the classical t-(v, k) trades. That statements are not used in the proof of the main result, but Corollary 2 demonstrates that any example of a [t]-trade can be "lifted" to an example of a t-(v, k) trade, which is a general important fact.
-trade if and only if every (v − t)-subcube contains the same number of elements from T 0 and from T 1 .
We prove by induction on the number of zeros among b 1 , . . . ,
If there are no zeros, then (2) is straightforward from the definition of a trade. If there is a zero, we can assume that b s = 0. Then,
and ( 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that i = 1.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2, v times for i = 1, 2, . . . , v, we see that
Then, {T 0 ,T 1 } is a [t]-trade by Corollary 1. Since all blocks of {T 0 ,T 1 } has the same size v (the number of ones in the corresponding 2v-tuple), it is a t-(2v, v) trade.
The main result Theorem 1. If the volume of a [t]-trade is less than 2
t+1 + 2 t−1 , then it has one of the following forms:
So, in particular, the smallest t + 1 non-zero volumes of [t]-trades are 2 t , 2
t+1 − 1 (trades of these volumes are known to exist, see [6] ). The next volume is 2 t+1 (case (3), i = t − 1); a trade of such volume can be constructed as the union of two disjoint trades of volume 2 t . The existence of trades of other volumes from cases (2), (3), (4) remains unknown in general (some partial values are known, e.g., there are 2-trades of volume 9 [4] ). The smallest hypothetical volume of a t-trade is 2 t+1 + 2 (2)), and 2 t+1 + 2 t−3 if t ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} (case (4)).
Proof. A function over 2
V with values from F 2 is called a Boolean function. The weight of a Boolean function is the number of its nonzeros (ones). Two Boolean functions f and g are orthogonal if x∈2 V f (x)g(x) = 0, i.e., the number of their common ones is even.
The set of all Boolean functions f (x 1 , . . . , x v ) representable as a polynomial of degree at most r in x 1 , . . . , x v is known as the Reed-Muller code of order r, RM(r, v). The codes RM(r, v) and RM(v − r − 1, v) are dual to each other: RM(v − r − 1, v) consists of all Boolean functions that are orthogonal to every function from RM(r, v), and vice versa, see e.g. [17] .
The following two lemmas summarizes the results from [2] and [13] concerning the possible weights of the functions from RM(r, v) from the interval (0, 2.5 · 2 v−r ).
Lemma 3 ([2]
). The v − r smallest nonzero weights of the Boolean functions from RM(r, v) are
Lemma 4 ([13]
). The weights larger than 2 · 2 v−r and smaller than 2.5 · 2 v−r of the Boolean functions from RM(r, v) are: . Indeed, as it follows from (1), the number of ones of Ms in T 0 equals the number of ones of Ms in T 1 ; hence, the number of ones of Ms in T 0 ∪ T 1 is even and Ms and χ T 0 ∪T 1 are orthogonal. So, χ T 0 ∪T 1 is orthogonal to every monomial of degree at most t and, as a corollary, to every polynomial of degree at most t. This shows that χ T 0 ∪T 1 belongs to RM(v − t − 1, v). Utilizing Lemmas 3 and 4 and noting that the volume of the trade is the half of the weight of χ T 0 ∪T 1 , we get the statement of the theorem.
On the structure of trades of small volume
As we see from the previous section, every [t] -trade corresponds to a codeword of the Reed-Muller code RM(v − t − 1, v). We are especially interested in the structure of [t]-trades of small volume, less than 2 t+1 ; the codewords of RM(v − t − 1, v) of the corresponding weights were completely characterized in [12] . It is not difficult to understand that the functions from RM(v − t − 1, v) are exactly the functions that have even number of ones in every (v − t)-subcube. The set of ones of such a function is called a t-unitrade (in [20] , it was called a bitrade, which does not agree with the use of this term in the literature; in [21] , the term "unitrade" was introduced for similar objects corresponding to the latin trades). The uni on of the legs of a trade is always a unitrade, but the reverse is not true. We will say that a t-unitrade T is splittable if it can be split into a [t]-trade {T 0 , T 1 }, T 0 ∪ T 1 = T . So, Lemma 5 completely characterizes all t-unitrades of cardinality less than 2 t+2 . As we see, beyond the unitrades of minimum cardinality 2 t+1 , there are two types of them. A unitrade of type (B) is an intersection of an affine subspace of dimension t + 3 and the set of ones of a quadratic function. The affine rank (the dimension of the affine span) of such unitrade is t + 3. The existence of splittable unitrades of type (B) is an open problem. Note that we excluded the case ν = 2 from type (B), as it is covered by type (A), µ = 2, and examples of corresponding trades can be easily constructed.
A unitrade of type (A) is the symmetric difference of two intersecting affine subspaces of dimension t + 1. If the dimension of the intersection is i, i < t, then the cardinality of the unitrade is 2 t+2 −2 i+1 and its affine rank is 2t+2−i. The structure of two intersecting affine subspaces is rather clear in an abstract vector space. However, the possibility to split such a set into two parts T 0 and T 1 forming a trade essentially depends on the basis (as we see from Lemma 1 and the definition of a subcube). So, even for the case of simple affine subspaces of dimension t + 1, the situation is not trivial. Example 1. Both sets T ′ = {000, 011, 101, 110} and T ′′ = {000, 011, 100, 111} are twodimensional linear subspaces of 2 V , |V | = 3, and so χ T ′ , χ T ′′ ∈ RM(v − t − 1, v) for v = 3, t = 1. However, only the second one can be split into a trade, {T
Note that using Corollary 2, every example of [t]-trade can be transformed to an example of t-(2v, v) trade.
As we will see from the following proposition, the key property of T ′′ is that it is a linear span of disjoint blocks, 011 = {2, 3} and 100 = {1}, while T ′ has no such a basis.
Proposition 1. An affine subspace T ⊂ 2 V of dimension t + 1 can be split into a [t]-trade {T 0 , T 1 } if and only if it is a translation of the linear span of mutually disjoint base subsets.
Proof. If. Assume without loss of generality that T is a linear span of mutually disjoint (as subsets of V ) tuplesx 1 , . . . ,x t+1 . So,
Let T 0 (T 1 ) consist of blocks from T with even (odd, respectively) sum α 1 + . . . + α t+1 . Every (v − t)-subcube S consists of the tuples with fixed values in some t positions. There is i ∈ {1, . . . , t + 1} such thatx i has zeros in all these positions. This means that ifz ∈ S, thenz +x i ∈ S. In particular, addingx i is a one-to-one correspondence between T 0 ∩ S and
Only if. Let B be the set of minimal (by inclusion) nonempty tuples from T . If B consists of mutually disjoint subsets, then it is easy to see that B is a basis of T . Assume that at least two subsets from B intersect. Letȳ andz be two different intersecting subsets from B with minimum |ȳ ∪z| (among the all intersecting pairs of subsets from B).
(*) We state thatȳ +z ∈ B. Indeed, if it is not so, then B contains a proper subsetx ofȳ +z. In this case,x intersects withȳ (otherwisex ⊂z) and withz (otherwisex ⊂ȳ), and one of the pairs (ȳ,x), (z,x) contradicts the minimality of |ȳ ∪z|.
(**) For every two elements from ∅,ȳ,z,z +ȳ, there is a (v − t)-subcube intersecting with T in these and only these two elements. Because of the linearity, it is sufficient to prove the statement for ∅ and anyx fromȳ,z,z +ȳ. Let (ē 1 , . . . ,ē v ) be the standard basis in 2 V (that is,ē i = {i}, i = 1, . . . , v), and letx = {i 0 , . . . , i l } =ē i 0 + . . . +ē i l , where l + 1 is the size ofx. As follows from (*), the l-subcube S l spanned byē i 1 , . . . ,ē i l intersects with T trivially, i.e., in only one element ∅ = (0, . . . , 0). Then, the dimension of the linear span of S l and T is l + t + 1. If this value is less than v, than there is i l+1 such thatē i l+1 does not belong to the linear span of S l and T . We addē i l+1 to the basis e i 1 , . . . ,ē i l obtaining a subcube S l+1 . Again, if l + t + 2 < v, then we can add someē i l+2 , and so on. On the (v −t−l −1)th step, we will obtain a (v −t−1)-subcube that intersects with T only in ∅. Then, addingē i 0 to the basis leads to a (v − t)-subcube that intersects with T only in ∅ andx.
The rest of the proof is rather obvious. If we have a partition {T 0 , T 1 } of T , then at least two ofȳ,z,ȳ +z belong to the same cell of the partition, T 0 or T 1 . As follows from (**) and Lemma 1, such partition {T 0 , T 1 } cannot be a trade. So, every [t]-trade of minimum volume is a partition of some affine subspace T , which is the translation by some blockw of a linear subspace. It is rather clear that if such trade consists of the blocks of the same size k, thenw intersects with every base subset x j in exactly |x j |/2 elements, which means that |x j | must be even. This gives an alternative point of view to the characterization [16] of t-(v, k) trades of volume 2 t . Using the following well-known and easy fact, it is possible to construct a [t]-bitrade of volume 2 t+1 − 2 i from [t]-bitrades of volume 2 t for every t ≥ 1 and i < t, see Proposition 2 below (essentially, in view of Corollary 2, it is a result of [6] ). So, some splittable unitrades of type (A) can be constructed as the symmetrical difference of minimum splittable unitrades. However, there are splittable unitrades of type (A) that cannot be treated in such a way: Example 2. Consider two linear subspaces C 0 = {0000000, 0011101, 0111010, 1110100, 1101001, 1010011, 0100111, 1001110}, C 1 = {0000000, 0010111, 0101110, 1011100, 0111001, 1110010, 1100101, 1001011}
(binary simplex codes of length 7). It is not difficult to check that each of them is a non-splittable 2-unitrade. Their symmetrical difference is a 2-unitrade, which can be split to the 2-(7, 4) trade {C 0 \{0000000}, C 1 \{0000000}}.
In the end of this section, we conclude that while the small t-unitrades are characterized by the result of [12] , the characterization of small [t]-trades and t-(v, k) trades, in particular, the existence of trades of type (B), remains to be an open problem. Similar things happen with some latin trades [21] , which supports the general principle that unitrades are more easy to characterize than trades.
